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 4. On 4/17/08, the DHS issued notice to claimant and  denying 
claimant’s application for the following reason: “Failure to return required 
verifications (ID and birth certificate).” The notice lacks any manual policy 
reference(s). Exhibit A, 9. 

  
5. The application eligibility notice was defective and did not meet DHS 

policy requirements. 
 
6. On 8/29/08,  filed a hearing request. 

 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

 
The Medical Assistance (MA) program is established by Title XIX of the Social Security 
Act and is implemented by Title 42 of the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR).  The 
Department of Human Services (DHS or department) administers the MA program 
pursuant to MCL 400.10, et seq., and MCL 400.105.  Department policies are found in 
the Program Administrative Manual (PAM), the Program Eligibility Manual (PEM) and 
the Program Reference Manual (PRM).   
 

ISSUE ONE 
 
Under general policy and procedure as well as law, notices issued to applicants of a 
case action must include very specific identifying information in order to meet the legal 
requirements indicated by DHS policy and law. Among the requirements is that the 
notice contain: “The specific manual item which cites the legal basis for an action or the 
regulation or law itself.” PAM Item 220, p. 2.  
 
In this case, the Application Eligibility Notice clearly fails to indicate the manual policy 
references applicable to the denial herein. The line next to the PEM and PAM cites was 
left blank. 
 
General interpretative stances by SOAHR have been to find such notices illegal and 
failing to meet specific DHS policy and procedure requirements. General interpretation 
by SOAHR has been that in such cases, the 90-day window would not run. 
 
Evidence on the record indicates that the hearing request was filed beyond the 90-day 
window. However, this Administrative Law Judge finds the notice defective and thus, the 
90-day window is tolled. Thus, claimant’s hearing request is not untimely and jurisdiction 
is proper.  
 

ISSUE TWO 
 

As noted in the findings of facts, the DHS notified claimant of the verification checklist. 
The DHS however, did not have any evidence to indicate that it notified claimant’s 
representative. Policy and procedure requires the department to notify the 
representative once it has notification that there is a representative on the file. In this 
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